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            Abstract
With the rapid development of artificial intelligence have come concerns about how machines will make moral decisions, and the major challenge of quantifying societal expectations about the ethical principles that should guide machine behaviour. To address this challenge, we deployed the Moral Machine, an online experimental platform designed to explore the moral dilemmas faced by autonomous vehicles. This platform gathered 40 million decisions in ten languages from millions of people in 233 countries and territories. Here we describe the results of this experiment. First, we summarize global moral preferences. Second, we document individual variations in preferences, based on respondents’ demographics. Third, we report cross-cultural ethical variation, and uncover three major clusters of countries. Fourth, we show that these differences correlate with modern institutions and deep cultural traits. We discuss how these preferences can contribute to developing global, socially acceptable principles for machine ethics. All data used in this article are publicly available.
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Fig. 2: Global preferences.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Country-level clusters.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Association between Moral Machine preferences and other variables at the country level.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              Source data and code that can be used to reproduce Figs. 2–4, Extended Data Figs. 1–7, Extended Data Tables 1, 2, Supplementary Figs. 3–21, and Supplementary Table 2 are all available at the following link: https://goo.gl/JXRrBP. The provided data, both at the individual level (anonymized IDs) and the country level, can be used beyond replication to answer follow-up research questions.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Robustness checks: internal validation of three simplifying assumptions.
Calculated values correspond to values in Fig. 2a (that is, AMCE calculated using conjoint analysis). For example, ‘Sparing Pedestrians [Relation to AV]’ refers to the difference between the probability of sparing pedestrians, and the probability of sparing passengers (attribute name: Relation to AV), aggregated over all other attributes. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of the means. AV, autonomous vehicle. a, Validation of assumption 1 (stability and no-carryover effect): potential outcomes remain stable regardless of scenario order. b, Validation of assumption 2 (no profile-order effects): potential outcomes remain stable regardless of left–right positioning of choice options on the screen. c, Validation of assumption 3 (randomization of the profiles): potential outcomes are statistically independent of the profiles. This assumption should be satisfied by design. However, a mismatch between the design and the collected data can happen during data collection. This panel shows that using theoretical proportions (by design) and actual proportions (in collected data) of subgroups results in similar effect estimates. See Supplementary Information for more details.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Robustness checks: external validation of three factors.
Calculated values correspond to values in Fig. 2a (AMCE calculated using conjoint analysis). For example, ‘Sparing Pedestrians [Relation to AV]’ refers to the difference between the probability of sparing pedestrians, and the probability of sparing passengers (attribute name: Relation to AV), aggregated over all other attributes. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of the means. a, Validation of textual description (seen versus not seen). By default, respondents see only the visual representation of a scenario. Interpretation of what type of characters they represent (for example, female doctor) may not be obvious. Optionally, respondents can read a textual description of the scenario by clicking on ‘see description’. This panel shows that direction and (except in one case) order of effect estimates remain stable. The magnitude of the effects increases for respondents who read the textual descriptions, which means that the effects reported in Fig. 2a were not overestimated because of visual ambiguity. b, Validation of device used (desktop versus mobile). Direction and order of effect estimates remain stable regardless of whether respondents used desktop or mobile devices when completing the task. c, Validation of data set (all data versus full first-session data versus survey-only data). Direction and order of effect estimates remain stable regardless of whether the data used in analysis are all data, data restricted to only first completed (13-scenario) session by any user, or data restricted to completed sessions after which the demographic survey was taken. First completed session by any user is an interesting subset of the data because respondents had not seen their summary of results yet, and respondents ended up completing the session. Survey-only data are also interesting given that the conclusions about individual variations in the main paper and from Extended Data Fig. 3 and Extended Data Table 1 are drawn from this subset. See Supplementary Information for more details.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Average marginal causal effect (AMCE) of attributes for different subpopulations.
Subpopulations are characterized by respondents’ age (a, older versus younger), gender (b, male versus female), education (c, less versus more educated), income (d, higher versus lower income), political views (e, conservative versus progressive), and religious views (f, not religious versus very religious). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of the means. Note that AMCE has a positive value for all considered subpopulations; for example, both male and female respondents indicated a preference for sparing females, but the latter group showed a stronger preference. See Supplementary Information for a detailed description of the cutoffs and the groupings of ordinal categories that were used to define each subpopulation.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Hierarchical cluster of countries based on country-level effect sizes calculated after filtering out responses for which the linguistic description was seen, thus neutralizing any potential effect of language.
The three colours of the dendrogram branches represent three large clusters: Western, Eastern, and Southern. The names of the countries are coloured according to the Inglehart–Welzel Cultural Map 2010–201421. See Supplementary Information for more details. The dendrogram is essentially similar to that shown in Fig. 3a.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Validation of hierarchical cluster of countries.
a, b, We use two internal metrics of validation of three linkage criteria of calculating hierarchical clustering (Ward, Complete and Average) in addition to the K-means algorithm: a, Calinski–Harabasz index; b, silhouette index. The x axis indicates the number of clusters. For both internal metrics, a higher index value indicates a ‘better’ fit of partition to the data. c, d, We use two external metrics of validation of the used hierarchical clustering algorithm (Ward) versus those of random clustering assignment: c, purity; d, maximum matching. The histogram shows the distributions of purity and maximum matching values derived from randomly assigning countries to nine clusters. The red dotted lines indicate purity and maximum matching values computed from the clustering output of the hierarchical clustering algorithm using ACME values. See Supplementary Information for more details.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Demographic distributions of sample of population that completed the survey on Moral Machine (MM) website.
Distributions are based on gender (a), age (b), income (c), and education attributes (d). Most users on Moral Machine are male, went through college, and are in their 20s or 30s. While this indicates that the users of Moral Machine are not a representative sample of the whole population, it is important to note that this sample at least covers broad demographics. See Supplementary Information for more details.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Demographic distributions of US sample of population that completed the survey on Moral Machine website versus US sample of population in American Community Survey (ACS) data set.
a–d, Only gender (a), age (b), income (c), and education (d) attributes are available for both data sets. The MM US sample has an over-representation of males and younger individuals compared to the ACS US sample. e, A comparison of effect sizes as calculated for US respondents who took the survey on MM with the use of post-stratification to match the corresponding proportions for the ACS sample. Except for ‘Relation to AV’ (the second smallest effect), the direction and order of all effects are unaffected. See Supplementary Information for more details.


Extended Data Table 1 Regression table showing the individual variations for each of the nine attributesFull size table


Extended Data Table 2 Country-level OLS regressions showing the relationships between key ethical preferences and various social, political and economic measuresFull size table
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